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Abstract
Gunshot detection has been one of important research topics in military and law enforcement applications. It has been used to
detect the direction and localization of shooting events. In audio analysis, it plays an important role of finding the possible gunshot time period, called gunshot audio segmentation. The short-time energy function (STE) and the zero-crossing rate function
(ZCR) are useful methods for voiced and unvoiced detection. We can use STE and ZCR to detect signals with the strong energy
and highlight the sound period with rich detail. The quality of audio data may be affected by recording devices. However, in
previous gunshot detection research work, most of their audio data were not collected by cellphones. Since many of audio data
collected from criminal investigation cases are recorded by cellphones in Taiwan, we need to evaluate the performance of detection methods. In this paper, we apply STE and ZCR to gunshot detection of audio recorded by cellphones (32 samples). From
experimental results, we can obtain good results.
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Introduction
In Taiwan, access to guns is controlled by law.
Civilians are not allowed to use guns. However, there
are still gunfire events happening occasionally, such as
gang gunfights. Since the gun control is one of most
important things for Taiwan law enforcement agencies,
gunfire investigation has been given top priority. Besides
surveillance videos, audios are very useful for gunfire
investigation. They can help police officers verify if a
gunshot happens or how many gun bullets are shot in the
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event. Therefore, gunshot detection is one of important
technologies for computer audio processing.
Gunshot detection has been one of important
research topics in military and law enforcement
applications for many years [1]. It can be used to detect
the direction and localization of shooting events [2].
The orientation and localization information are very
important for military or law enforcement agencies to
take action in a short reaction time. Many commercial
gunshot detection systems have been developed
recently, such as Shooter Detection [3], ShotSpotter [4],
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Boomerang [5], and Bullet Ears [6]. Most of the systems
use microphone arrays to collect the gunshot audio data.
However, the performance of those systems depends on
the quality of the detected gunshot audio which is highly
influenced by the field environmental conditions, such as
the wind speed and temperature.
When we detect a possible gunshot in a recorded
audio, we can find its duration in the audio (gunshot
segmentation) and conduct further analysis, such as
verifying whether it is a gunshot and classify the gun
types. Feature extraction plays an important role in above
processes.
In the last decade, lots of methods have been
proposed to extract audio features. They can be
categorized as time domain and frequency domain. For
time domain methods, there are the short-time energy
function (STE) [7], the zero-crossing rate function
(ZCR) [7], and the auto-correlation function (ACF) [8].
STE and ZCR are useful VAD (voice activity detection)
algorithms [7]. Sudhakar Kumar [9] used STE and
ZCR to segment the voiced and unvoiced sound. Since
the energy between the voiced and unvoiced sound
are extremely different, the performance is very well.
Martin Hrabina [10] used STE and ZCR to extract
gunshot features for identifying gun types. Sruti
Sruba Bharali [11] used ZCR and STR to distinguish
between males and female voices. ACF has been used
for pitch tracking. Li Hui [12] used ACF to detect the
pitch of speech signals. Geoffroy Peeters [13] used
ACF to represent the rhythm characteristics for music
classification.
For frequency domain methods, such as
spectrogram, mel-frequency cepstral coefﬁcients
(MFCC), Perceptual linear predictive (PLP), and
Linear predictive coding (LPC). Since audio signals are
usually time-varying, the short-time Fourier transform
(a time-frequency representation method) is usually
used to analyze them. The transformed data, called
“spectrogram”, is an image that contains both features
in time domain and frequency domain. The features
from spectrogram can be applied to the audio signal
analysis [14] or speech recognition [15]. Parajacta

Nagraj [16] used MFCC to analyze the America vowel
phonemes. Selina Chu [17] used MFCC features to
recognize environmental sound. Jean-Luc Rouas [18]
used LPC, PLP and MFCC to detect shout events.
Martin Hrabina [6] used LPC for gunshot detection.
Hynek Hermansky [19] used PLP for automatic-speech
recognition.
The quality of audio data may be affected by
recording devices. In previous gunshot detection research
work, most of their audio data were not collected by
cellphones. Since many of audio data collected from
criminal investigation cases are recorded by cellphones
in Taiwan, we need to evaluate the performance of
detection methods.
In this paper, our experimental data are recorded
by cellphones and from Taiwan police indoor shooting
training ranges. The data are collected under controlled
conditions. Besides gunshot, our data includes some
background noise, such as human voice and pistol slide
sound. The gunshot is usually accompanied by the pistol
slide sound. The gunshot sounds short and fast. Their
signal figures look as a very rapid rise and down curve
in a short time period. In the meanwhile, the ones of
the pistol slide sound have similar characteristics, but
quicker. We apply low level features, ZCR and STE, to
gunshot detection. Then, we check whether the detected
signal periods are gunshot or pistol slide sound by
manual examination.

Methods
Short Time Energy (STE)
The short time energy is the energy of a waveform
during a short frame. In voice activity detection, it’s a
simple and effective method for voiced and
unvoiced discrimination. It can be defined as:[20]
framesize

STEm = ∑ i=1

i2

Amp m ,

(1)

where Ampm is the amplitude of the mth frame.

Zero-Crossing Rate (ZCR)
The zero-crossing rate is a short time feature widely
used in audio segmentation. It means the number of
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times that a waveform crosses the zero amplitude during
a frame. It can be defined as follow: [20]
ZCRm = ∑ framesize
i=1

1
2

|sgn(Amp im)−sgn(Amp mi-1)| ,

(2)

where Ampm is the amplitude of the mth frame. sgn( ∙ ) is
the sign function defined as
sgn(x) =

{ -1,1,

x<0
x≥0

Experimental Results
Materials
The experimental data are recorded by cellphones
and from Taiwan police indoor shooting training ranges.
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We use three different cellphones, Iphone8, NOKIA 6,
SONY EXPERIA, to record our sample data, as shown
in Table 1. All data are recorded by the same App “Easy
voice recorder” and saved in the uncompressed Wav file
format (waveform audio file format) with the sampling
rate 44.1Hz. The duration range of recorded samples is
from 3 seconds to 10 minutes. There are 32 samples: 7
samples are recorded by iPhone, 7 samples are recorded
by Nokia, and 18 samples are recorded by Sony. Since
audio signals are time-varying, we divide each audio
sample into several frames. The duration of each frame
is about 20-30ms. Each frame is overlapped with its
previous frame by 50% of the length.

Table 1 The experimental devices.

Cellphone Model

Apple iPhone 8

Working system

IOS 12.3.1

Android 8.0

Android 9.0

APP

Easy voice recorder

Easy voice recorder

Easy voice recorder

Gun type

PPQ M2

PPQ M2

GLOCK 19

STE Algorithm
We check if the detected signal durations are
gunshots by manual examination. We normalize the STE
value of each signal by its highest peak. The STE values
of all figures are between 0 and 1. In our experiments,
we find that the all of gunshot STE values are over 0.75
and hence we use 0.75 as the threshold value to detect
gunshots. Figs. 1~6 show the experimental results.
The unit of the x-axis is second. The y-axis represents
the amplitude of the signals, normalized STE or ZCR
values.

Sony Xperia

Nokia 6 (TA-1003)

Fig. 1 shows an experimental result of the
sample which is recorded by SONY. Fig. 1(a) is
the original signal. Fig. 1(b) is the computed result by
STE. Fig. 1(c) shows the result of impose Fig. 1(b) on
Fig. 1(a). Fig. 1(d) shows the result that we use the
threshold value 0.75 to binarize the computed STE value
and impose it on Fig. 1(a). Fig. 1(e) shows the zoomed in
figure of partial Fig. 1(d). The result shows the correct
detection. We repeat the experiment with a sample
recorded by iPhone. Fig. 2 shows the results. From Fig.
2(e), we can see the gunshot happened at about 3.45s.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Fig. 1 An example of detection result.The sample is recorded by SONY: (a) the original signal; (b) the computed result
by STE; (c) the result of imposing (b) on (a); (d) the result of imposing the binarized STE value on (a); (e) the
zoomed in figure of partial (d).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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(e)
Fig. 2 An example of detection result. The sample is recorded by iPhone: (a) the original signal; (b) the computed result
by STE; (c) the result of imposing (b) on (a); (d) the result of imposing the binarized STE value on (a); (e) the
zoomed in figure of partial (d).
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Fig. 3 shows an experimental result of the sample
which is recorded by NOKIA 6. Fig. 3(a) is the original
signal. Fig. 3(b) is the computed result by STE. Fig. 3(c)
shows the result of impose Fig. 3(b) on Fig. 3(a). Fig.

3(d) shows the result that we use the threshold value
0.75 to binarize the computed STE value and impose
it on Fig. 3(a). Fig. 3(e) shows the zoomed in figure
of partial Fig. 3(d). In Fig. 3(e), there is a pistol slide
sound (red circle).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Fig. 3 An example of detection result. The sample is recorded by NOKIA 6: (a) the original signal; (b) the
computed result by STE; (c) the result of imposing (b) on (a); (d) the result of imposing the binarized STE
value on (a); (e) the zoomed in figure of partial (d).There is a pistol slide sound (red circle).
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Figs. 1~3 show some examples in our
experiments. In fact, we can obtain good gunshot
detection results (maybe with pistol slide sound) in
our 32 samples.

ZCR Algorithm
We check if the detected signal durations are
gunshots or pistol slide sound by manual examination.
We normalize the ZCR value of each signal by its
highest peak. The ZCR values of all figures are
between 0 and 1. In our experiments, we find that the
ZCR values of gunshots are all over 0.5 and hence we
use 0.5 as the threshold value to detect gunshots.

Fig. 4 shows an experimental result of
the sample which is recorded by SONY. Fig. 4(a)
is the original signal. Fig. 4(b) is the computed
result by ZCR. Fig. 4(c) shows the result of
impose Fig. 4(b) on Fig. 4(a). Fig. 4(d) shows the
result that we use the threshold value 0.5 to binarize
the computed ZCR value and impose it on Fig. 4(a).
Fig. 4(e) shows the zoomed in figure of partial Fig.
4(d). In this case, we check the signal by manual
examination and find one pistol slide sound (at
about 1.2s) and two gunshot sound (at about 3s
and 4.7s).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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(e)
Fig. 4 An example of detection result. The sample is recorded by SONY: (a) the original signal; (b) the computed
result by ZCR; (c) the result of imposing (b) on (a); (d) the result of imposing the binarized ZCR value on
(a); (e) shows the zoomed in figure of partial (d). There are one pistol slide sound (at about 1.2s) and two
gunshot sound (at about 3s and 4.7s)
We repeat the experiments and show the
results in Figs. 5 and 6. Both of them are recorded
by SONY. Fig. 5(e) shows the pistol slide sound.
Figs. 5(f) and 5(g) are gunshot sounds. Fig. 6(e)
shows the zoomed

in figure of partial Fig. 6(d). In this case, we find two
pistol slide sound (at about 0.8s and 5.4s) and two
gunshot sound (at about 3.9s and 6.9s).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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(e)

(f)

(g)
Fig. 5 An example of detection result. The sample is recorded by SONY: (a) the original signal; (b) the
computed result by ZCR; (c) the result of imposing (b) on (a); (d) the result of imposing the binarized
ZCR value on (a); (e)~(g) the zoomed in figures of partial (d). (e) the pistol slide sound. (f) and (g)
the gunshot sound.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Fig. 6 An example of detection result. The sample is recorded by SONY: (a) the original signal; (b) the computed result
by ZCR; (c) the result of imposing (b) on (a); (d) the result of imposing the binarized ZCR value on (a); (e) the
zoomed in figure of partial (d). There are one pistol slide sound (at about 0.8s and 5.4s) and two gunshot sound (at
about 3.9s and 6.9s).
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Figs. 4~6 show some examples in our experiments.
In fact, we can obtain good gunshot detection results
(maybe with pistol slide sound) in our 32 samples.

Discussion
Table 2 shows the precision rate and the recall rate
of the experiments (all 32 samples). We check if the
signal is gunshot, pistol slide sound, or background by
manual examination. In the STE experiment, the total
number of gunshots is 560. We treat signals other than
gunshots as background noise.
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In the ZCR experiment, since ZCR is sensitive to
the detection of pistol slide sound, we use it to detect
both of gunshots and pistol slide sound. The total number
of gunshots and pistol slide sound is 718. We treat signals
other than gunshots and pistol slide sound as background
noise. The False Positive is 98 which is slightly high.
After checking the samples, we find there are six samples
with more complex background noise, such as human
talking voice and the collision of metal components (clips
and bullets).

Table 2 The precision and recall in the experiment.

STE

ZCR

Positive

560 (gunshot)

718 (gunshot and pistol slide sound)

True Positive

558

689

False Positive

15

98

False Negative

2

29

Precision

0.97

0.87

Recall

0.99

0.95

Conclusions
In this paper, we apply ZCR and STE to gunshot
detection. From the experimental results, we can obtain
good detection results. Almost gunshot and pistol slide
sound in all 32 samples can be found. In future work,
we will extend our work to make the gunshot detection
more perfect no matter in what conditions. And attempt
to make samples with more complex background as real
situation.
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